This specification defines a method to manage client certificates that can be used with SASL External to allow clients to log in without a password.
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1 Introduction

An XMPP client typically needs a user name and a password to log into an account. Many clients provide a mechanism to store these credentials to automatically log in into an account. While this practice is very user friendly, it is a security risk for some devices and services. Mobile devices like a phone or a laptop may get stolen, providing the thief with the required password. Phones are particularly insecure: providing the password on the keypad for each log in is too complicated and the risk of losing the phone is high. A bot which needs access to a user’s account needs to store the password or request the user to enter it every time it is started.

A solution to this problem is to allow a client to log in without knowing the password. XMPP as specified in RFC 3920[^1] and updated in RFC 6120[^2] allows the use of any SASL mechanism (see RFC 4422[^3]) in the authentication of XMPP entities, including the SASL EXTERNAL mechanism. Best Practices for Use of SASL EXTERNAL (XEP-0178)[^4] defines the usage of X.509 certificates used in the TLS handshake.

XEP-0178 assumes that the certificates used for SASL EXTERNAL are signed by a trusted CA. This could be a problem for the average user: signing a certificate can be both complicated and expensive (in terms of time and money). If the device gets stolen, the user also needs to provide the required information to the CA to revoke the certificate, and the server needs to keep its list of revoked certificates up-to-date. The end-to-end security mechanism described in C2C Authentication Using TLS (XEP-0250)[^5] relies on self-signed certificates (although CA-issued certificates are allowed). A client capable of secure end-to-end communicate already has a self-signed X.509 certificate for that purpose. The same client certificate should be used for a client to log in. Since the certificates are not signed by a trusted CA, the server must be aware of the list of certificates that are used by the user’s clients. This document describes how to manage the list of client certificates.

2 Certificate Management

To manage their certificates, this protocol describes a way for clients to store, query and remove certificates on their server. These certificates can be generated by the client itself, for example to replace a password-based login, or the certificates can be imported by the user.

2.1 Add a X.509 Certificate

When a user wants to add a certificate, the client uploads it to the server. It does this by sending an iq/ with an append/ payload qualified by the ’urn:xmpp:saslcert:1’ namespace. The

<append/> element MUST include an <x509cert/> element containing the Base64 encoded DER data of the certificate. The client also MUST provide a unique name for the certificate as a <name/> element to make it possible for the user to manage their different client certificates.

Listing 1: Client Uploads an X.509 Certificate. Whitespace only added for presentation.

```xml
<iq type='set' from='hamlet@shakespeare.lit/denmark' id='append'>
<append xmlns='urn:xmpp:saslcert:1'>
 <name>Mobile Client</name>
 <x509cert>
  MIICCTCCAXKgAwIBAgIJALhU0Id6xxwQMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAUAA4xDDAKBgNV
  BAMTA2ZvbAeFW0WNzEycMjyMDA1MTRaFw0DEyMjcyMDA1MTRaM4xDDAKBgNV
  BAMTA2ZvbCBnznABkgqkhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOBJQAwgYkCuYEA0DPcfeJzKWLGE22p
  RMINLKr+CxqozfI4DgkxLWZqTqYRi49y6aebZ9SSFspTTJqa2uNpw1U3274t
  qU6baCAWhcC+eZ/hm5KyX8hL3Vjfb/dW0xrtxj191uFgrgWayxndIZUpN2s3b
  hKDFvPpPSzZ8ds/ubbRvqZzBCAwEAAAANvMG0wHQYDVR0OBBYEFJWfwFqmSRGcY
  YXmQ5DF+XWKeML4MD4GA1IDwQ3MDWAFJWfwFqMmSRGcXhYmQ5DF+XWKeML4oRKK
  EDAOMqwwCgYDVQQDEwNMB2/CCQC4VNCHescsEDAMBgNVHRMEBTADAQH/MA0GCSqG
  Sib3DQEBAUA4G8A8h16GZ0d0msNVxYXAhg21RsJt99HHQJTCJhsmoUtTaRjypp
  fFtujopguNBNbdn+MjrEp2/+zLMWahDLYLxAtVmb6zvY0hzB9Ih0KNTh23Fb5j+yK
  QChPXQuuo6EGCaODWhfKRNdsaeUozFNWQ9I+TgMgweYNllQLR//iA0f0r/8
 </x509cert></append>
</iq>
```

The server either returns an empty result or an error. The server MUST return an error when a client tries to add a certificate using a name that is already used by a certificate. From then on the user can use that certificate to authenticate using SASL EXTERNAL.

The client adding the certificate does not need to be the client using it. A user may use a client to upload a certificate for a bot. The bot creates its certificate and private key, and the user uploads the certificate to the server. After that procedure the bot can log in to the XMPP network without ever knowing the user’s password.

An optional element <no-cert-management/> inside the append element indicates that a client logged in with that certificate is not allowed to add or remove certificates from the list. A server MAY allow such a client to query the list of certificates.

Listing 2: X.509 Certificate Upload (no-cert-management)

```xml
<iq type='set' from='hamlet@shakespeare.lit/denmark' id='nocert'>
<append xmlns='urn:xmpp:saslcert:1'>
 <name>Simple Bot</name>
 <no-cert-management/>
 <x509cert>...
</append>
</iq>
```
2.2 Request a List of all Certificates

A user may want to get a list of all certificates that can be used for SASL EXTERNAL. The client can query the list of the items by sending an <iq/> stanza with an <items/> payload qualified by the 'urn:xmpp:saslcert:1' namespace.

Listing 3: Client Requests List of X.509 Certificates

```xml
<iq type='get'
    from='hamlet@shakespeare.lit/denmark'
    id='query'>
  <items xmlns='urn:xmpp:saslcert:1'/>
</iq>
```

The server then returns the list of all known certificates including the user provided name. For every certificate, the server MAY include a <users/> element with a <resource/> for every resource that is currently logged in and used that certificate with SASL EXTERNAL.

Listing 4: Server Sends List of Known X.509 Certificates

```xml
<iq type='result'
    to='hamlet@shakespeare.lit/denmark'
    id='query'>
  <items xmlns='urn:xmpp:saslcert:1'>
    <item>
      <name>Mobile Client</name>
      <x509cert>...
      </x509cert>
    </item>
    <user>
      <resource>Phone</resource>
    </user>
  </items>
</iq>
```
2.3 Disable a Certificate

To make it easier to transition to a new certificate when the current one expires, without requiring the user to enter their password again, a client can upload a new certificate to replace its current certificate. After the new certificate is added to the server, it MAY want to disable the old certificate to keep the list of certificates short. Without that, the list will grow indefinitely, making the certificate handling for the user more difficult. Once a certificate is removed it can no longer be used for SASL EXTERNAL. A server MAY automatically remove expired certificates for this list.

A client can disable a certificate by sending an <iq/> stanza containing a <disable/> element qualified by the 'urn:xmpp:saslcert:1' namespace and containing a <name/> element with the user-provided name for the certificate.

Listing 5: Client disables an X.509 Certificate

```
<iq type='set'
  from='hamlet@shakespeare.lit/denmark'
  id='disable'>
  <disable xmlns='urn:xmpp:saslcert:1'>
    <name>Mobile Client</name>
  </disable>
</iq>
```

2.4 Revoke a Certificate

The user may want to revoke a certificate from a stolen or compromised device. The mechanism is similar to disabling a certificate. The difference is that if a client is logged in with that compromised certificate using SASL EXTERNAL, the server SHOULD close the stream to that client forcing a log out of the client.

A client can revoke a certificate by sending an <iq/> stanza containing a <revoke/> element qualified by the 'urn:xmpp:saslcert:1' namespace and containing a <name/> element with the user provided name for the certificate.

Listing 6: Client revokes an X.509 Certificate

```
<iq type='set'
  from='hamlet@shakespeare.lit/denmark'
  id='revoke'>
  <revoke xmlns='urn:xmpp:saslcert:1'>
    <name>Mobile Client</name>
  </revoke>
</iq>
```
3 SASL EXTERNAL

When using SASL EXTERNAL, the certificate does not need to be signed by a trusted entity if the certificate was uploaded by a user. The server still MUST reject the certificate if it is expired. In a company environment the server MAY only accept signed certificates; the behavior depends on the company’s security policy. A free public XMPP server MUST allow self-signed certificates and certificates signed by a CA unknown to the server. The client certificate SHOULD include a JID as defined in sections 17.2.1.2. and 17.2.1.3. in RFC 6120: a JID MUST be represented as an XmppAddr, i.e., as a UTF8String within an otherName entity inside the subjectAltName.

Listing 7: subjectAltName using the “id-on-xmppAddr” format

subjectAltName=otherName:id-on-xmppAddr;UTF8:hamlet@shakespeare.lit

The protocol flow is almost the same as described in XEP-0178, except for the resource binding in step 12. If the client used a certificate with a single XmppAddr field and that field contained a full JID, or if the certificate had multiple XmppAddr fields and the address that was used as authorization identity was a full JID, then the server should only allow the client to use the resource of that JID. If a client with the same resource is currently logged in it SHOULD be logged out by the server.

4 Determining Support

If a server supports storage of client side certificates, it MUST advertise that fact by including the feature ”urn:xmpp:saslcert:1” in response to a Service Discovery (XEP-0030) request:

Listing 8: Client queries for server features

<iq type='get' id='disco1' to='shakespeare.lit' from='hamlet@shakespeare.lit/denmark'>
    <query xmlns='http://jabber.org/protocol/disco#info'/>
</iq>

Listing 9: Server responds with features

<iq type='result' id='disco1' to='shakespeare.lit' from='hamlet@shakespeare.lit/denmark'>
    <query xmlns='http://jabber.org/protocol/disco#info'>
        ...
        <feature var='urn:xmpp:saslcert:1'/>
        ...
    </query>
</iq>

5 Security Considerations

5.1 Stream Characteristics

This specification allows the user to manipulate an alternative way to log into the server. The certificates are not required to be signed and any certificate can be used. Therefore the server MUST reject any communication described in this document if the link between client and server is not secured with both STARTTLS and SASL to prevent a man-in-the-middle from modifying the certificate.

5.2 Changing the Password

In-Band Registration (XEP-0077)\(^7\) defines a mechanism to change the password without knowing the current one. If the server supports password change it MUST return unauthorized for clients logged in using SASL EXTERNAL and MAY include a password change form requiring the old password.

Listing 10: Password Change

```xml
<iq type='set' to='shakespeare.lit' id='change1'>
  <query xmlns='jabber:iq:register'>
    <username>hamlet</username>
    <password>newpass</password>
  </query>
</iq>
```

Listing 11: Server Returns Password Change Form With Error

```xml
<iq type='error' from='shakespeare.lit' to='hamlet@shakespeare.lit/denmark' id='change1'>
  <query xmlns='jabber:iq:register'>
    <x xmlns='jabber:x:data' type='form'>
      <title>Password Change</title>
      <instructions>Use this form to change your password.</instructions>
      <field type='hidden' var='FORM_TYPE'>
        <value>jabber:iq:register:changepassword</value>
      </field>
      <field type='text-single' label='Username' var='username'>
        <required/>
      </field>
      <field type='text-private' label='Old Password' var='old_password'>
        <required/>
      </field>
    </x>
  </query>
</iq>
```

6 IANA Considerations

This document requires no interaction with the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) 8.

7 XMPP Registrar Considerations

7.1 Protocol Namespaces

This specification defines the following XML namespace:

```
• urn:xmpp:saslcert:1
```

Upon advancement of this specification from a status of Experimental to a status of Draft, the XMPP Registrar 9 shall add the foregoing namespace to the registry located at <https://xmpp.org/registrar/namespaces.html>, as described in Section 4 of XMPP Registrar Function (XEP-0053) 10.

7.2 Protocol Versioning

If the protocol defined in this specification undergoes a revision that is not fully backwards-compatible with an older version, the XMPP Registrar shall increment the protocol version number found at the end of the XML namespaces defined herein, as described in Section 4 of XEP-0053.

---

8The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) is the central coordinator for the assignment of unique parameter values for Internet protocols, such as port numbers and URI schemes. For further information, see <http://www.iana.org/>.

9The XMPP Registrar maintains a list of reserved protocol namespaces as well as registries of parameters used in the context of XMPP extension protocols approved by the XMPP Standards Foundation. For further information, see <https://xmpp.org/registrar/>.

8 XML Schema

The XML schema will be provided in a later version of this document.